I see my PRIMARY role as assistant governor:
Give info from the DG to clubs, contact clubs at least 4 times a
year to assist, inspire, help them to want to grow.

The thing I am most looking forward to next year as Assistant
Governor is:
It's my third year. Assisting DG Wayne have a great year with great
Rotarians and see the results of hard work with Community and Int'l
projects make a difference in 1000's of lives.

Assisting clubs when problems or questions arise.
to assist my clubs to work with Rotary, and my governor to
communicate with my clubs

Encouraging clubs and taking a more proactive approach.

Intermediary between the DG and my club Presidents and to
assist the Presidents as they need.
Assisting wherever I can.
Assisting the district governor and acting as a liaison between
my clubs and the district governor

Try to encourage each club Pres. to be onboard with District and RI
programs and initiatives.
Being more confident in my visits to other clubs.

support my assigned clubs

meeting new friends and building relationships

As Dean communicating effectively with my 10 A,G 's
Communicating - help Club leaders 1) know what is going on
across the District 2) be the most effective they can be and 3)
share ideas, projects and fund raisers
Liaison with District, help Club Officers and Members to navigate
RI and help find answers to questions.

Visiting more clubs in the district.

Assisting the clubs

Visiting my clubs and spreading the word about rotary and the district

The people - Working with fellow Rotarians is the most fun and
rewarding activity
Getting to know the incoming officers and helping them.

My biggest challenge as an AG so far has been:

My biggest reward so far as an AG has been:

Work conflicts. Time to get to Area events with clubs .

Being able to meet more Rotarians at the different clubs. Helps
to encourage each other.

Merging two clubs. International was no help, and there's no
protocol.

Being a part of the wonderful things my clubs are accomplishing.

not having the tools required to assist my clubs

Helping clubs achieve their goals

Not enough rank and file members are aware enough of what
Rotary and the Districts role is all about
Getting to my clubs because of the weather.
Working with presidents who are non communicative and don't
reveal information received from int'l and district
getting clubs to understand the district is there to support them, not
spy on them

To get to know the clubs and many members through presence
and involvement.
Seeing how well my clubs are doing.
Learning what rotary means to the club members and an
appreciation for the uniqueness of each club

Visiting the clubs on the U.S. side of the district.

new friendships
Meeting all the hard working Rotarians in the district, so many
great projects.

watching a Club die
Helping officers to motivate their members to become more
engaged in their clubs.

Getting to know some wonderful people.
Attending club meetings and getting to know not just the officers
but also the members.

When I became an AG, I wish I had known:

As a new or soon-to-be AG, I am unsure about:

About leadership training- "RYLA" for AG'a and
Presidents.

how to help clubs that dot see a problem or want any
assistance
Can we get reimbursed for meeting expenses? i.e., mileage
to our clubs, meals? Also I submitted a form for PETS, and
The time requirements and increasing responsibilities and have not yet been reimbursed. I am newly retired and trying
costs required.
to live within my Social Security. 😕
more about the goals of the governor

More about my role and the expectations for that role by
the DG
The proper way of being introduced as the new AG
You don't always have to be their speaker. You can set
back and enjoy the meetings
the level of distrust the average member has toward the
district
More about each club and what their special projects are.

I wish I had had an AG Mentor
How difficult it would be to help club officers to convince
members to become more engaged.

Most everything I will be responsible for...
Will we have regular scheduled meetings with other AG's in
our District, &/or with our DG? It might be nice to have a
Facebook page for AG's and the DG of our District in order to
share ideas and keep the flow of communication open.
filing end of year reports online

